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join the wonderfully weird otherhand family and their faithful guardian edgar the
raven and discover the dark secrets of castle otherhand in the sixth of the raven
mysteries all manner of disaster descends on castle otherhand weirdness abounds
the family are on the verge of being thrown out of their own home and there s still
no sign of the fabled treasure of the otherhand worse still there s no sign of edgar
either so will it be diamonds or doom for the otherhands sig andersson has a
choice to make use the gun or die an unforgettable razor sharp psychological
thriller set in the snowy wilderness of the arctic circle recipient of a michael l
printz honor 2011 shortlisted for the cilip carnegie medal 2010 and longlisted for
the guardian children s fiction prize 2010 1910 a cabin north of the arctic circle
fifteen year old sig andersson is alone alone except for the corpse of his father who
died earlier that day after falling through a weak spot on the ice covered lake his
sister anna and step mother nadya have gone to the local town for help then comes
a knock at the door it s a man the flash of a revolver s butt at his hip and a mean
glare in his eyes sig has never seen him before but wolff claims to have unfinished
business with his father as sig gradually learns the awful truth about wolff s
connection to his father his thoughts are drawn to a certain box hidden on a shelf
in the storeroom in which lies his father s prized possession a revolver as the
stakes rise and wolff begins to close in sig s choice is pulled into sharp focus
should he use the gun a propulsive compelling and unsparing novel set in the
grimly violent world of the human and drug trade on the us mexican border on the
outskirts of juarez arturo scrapes together a living working odd jobs and staying
out of sight but his friend faustino is in trouble he s stolen money from the narcos
to smuggle his girlfriend and her baby into the us and needs arturo s help to get it
back to help his friend arturo must face the remorseless world of drug and human
traffickers that surrounds him and contend with a murky past hovering over his
story is the unsparing divinity santa muerte saint death and the relentless
economic and social inequalities that haunt the border between mexico and its rich
northern neighbor crafted with poetry and cinematic pace and narrated with cold
fury saint death is a provocative tour de force from three time printz award
honoree marcus sedgwick this title has common core connections the marcus
sedgwick chapter sampler includes chapter excerpts from revolver white crow
midwinterblood and she is not invisible available for free check out marcus
sedgwick s website for more information about these ya reads do monsters always
stay in the book where they were born are they content to live out their lives on
paper and never step foot into the real world the villa diodati on the shore of lake
geneva 1816 the year without summer as byron polidori and mr and mrs shelley
shelter from the unexpected weather old ghost stories are read and new ghost
stories imagined born by the twin brains of the shelleys is frankenstein one of the
most influential tales of horror of all time in a remote mountain house high in the
french alps an author broods on shelley s creation reality and perception merge
fuelled by poisoned thoughts humankind makes monsters but who really creates
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who this is a book about reason the imagination and the creative act of reading
and writing marcus sedgwick s ghostly menacing novel celebrates the legacy of
mary shelley s literary debut in its bicentenary year seven stories of passion and
love separated by centuries but mysteriously intertwined this is a tale of horror
and beauty tenderness and sacrifice an archaeologist who unearths a mysterious
artifact an airman who finds himself far from home a painter a ghost a vampire and
a viking the seven stories in this compelling novel all take place on the remote
scandinavian island of blessed where a curiously powerful plant that resembles a
dragon grows what binds these stories together what secrets lurk beneath the
surface of this idyllic countryside and what might be powerful enough to break the
cycle of midwinterblood from award winning author marcus sedgwick comes a
book about passion and preservation and ultimately an exploration of the bounds
of love this title has common core connections a publishers weekly best children s
book of 2013 a kirkus reviews best teen book of 2013 marcus sedgwick crafts a
characteristically unsettling mystery exploring teen relationships and our
connection to the world around us in his gripping barrington stoke debut one of
school library journal s best fiction books of 2011 some secrets are better left
buried some secrets are so frightening they might make angels weep and the devil
crow thought provoking as well as intensely scary marcus sedgwick s white crow
unfolds in three voices there s rebecca who has come to a small seaside village to
spend the summer and there s ferelith who offers to show rebecca the secrets of
the town but at a price finally there s a priest whose descent into darkness
illuminates the girls frightening story white crow is as beautifully written as it is
horrifically gripping this title has common core connections early readers are
stepping stones from picture books to reading books a blue early reader is perfect
for sharing and reading together a red early reader is the next step on your
reading journey cudweed comes face to face with roman soldiers dinosaurs and
vikings in this funny quirky story perfect for beginner readers from the bestselling
raven mysteries team marcus sedgwick and pete williamson a mysterious narrator
witnesses three change making moments of rebellion and revolution and one of
them is now back cover a dark and gothic novel of vampires and 18th century
venice filled with mystery and intrigue a captivating story of love and loss the kiss
of death is a stunning companion volume to the bestselling my swordhand is
singing peter s ongoing search for the shadow queen leads him to venice the
fabled city with lapping waterways crumbling magnificence dark twisting
alleyways and surprising piazzas a city whose beauty disguises many ugly secrets
the shadow queen is there gathering strength recruiting a new army of the undead
for a final confrontation marko and sorrel meet in venice for the first time they
must uncover the mystery of what has happened both to sorrel s father who is
plagued by a strange madness that prevents him from sleeping and to marko s
father a doctor who has mysteriously gone missing after travelling to venice to
help his old friend there never was a story that was happy through and through
when writer arthur ransome leaves his unhappy marriage in england and moves to
russia to work as a journalist he has little idea of the violent revolution about to
erupt unwittingly he finds himself at its center tapped by the british to report back
on the bolsheviks even as he becomes dangerously romantically entangled with
trotsky s personal secretary both sides seek to use arthur to gather and relay
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information for their own purposes and both grow to suspect him of being a double
agent arthur wants only to elope far from conflict with his beloved but her russian
ties make leaving the country nearly impossible and the more arthur resists
becoming a pawn the more entrenched in the game he seems to become blood red
snow white a soviet era thriller from renowned author marcus sedgwick is sure to
keep readers on the edge of their seats this title has common core connections if
life has taught me one thing it is this that the worst monsters are entirely human it
began in a hole in the ground in paris in the days after the liberation what i saw
there i saw only for the time it takes a match to burn down and yet it decided the
rest of my life i tried to forget it at first to ignore it but i could not it came back to
me he came back to me he hurt people i loved and so i took the first step on a
journey from which there would be no return a path that led me to fear to hatred
and to revenge but above all else to blood sasha can see the future but can she use
her power to save her brothers and change their destiny a stunning world war one
anniversary edition of the mesmerising novel from award winning author marcus
sedgwick it is 1915 wwi seventeen year old sasha fox is the privileged only
daughter of a respected doctor living in the wealthy seaside town of brighton but
her brothers edgar and tom have gone to war and sasha has a terrible gift she can
see the future her premonitions show untold horrors on the battlefields of the
somme and the fate that awaits edgar and tom but sasha is trapped by power no
one will believe her even her family have lost faith in her and she is determined to
win them back whatever the price and it is a high one seeing the future is a fate
too awful to contemplate for who wants to see the end of their own story a
beautifully written story of a child in jeopardy set in a world full of threat but with
a heroine determined to try to change the path of fate a dazzling literary mystery
from prizewinning author marcus sedgwick for fans of scarlett thomas carlos ruiz
zafon and patrick suskind in paris in the year 1899 marcel després is arrested for
the murder of his wife and transferred to salpêtrière asylum and so the story might
have stopped but this is no ordinary patient marcel després mister memory is a
man who cannot forget and it is no ordinary case the hurried cover up hints at
dark secrets in the shadows a policeman and a doctor decide to unravel the
mystery but the answers lie inside marcel s head and how can he tell what is
significant when he remembers every detail of every moment of his entire life five
days of glorious gothic alchemy and evil an atmospheric page turning and powerful
novel of sorcery and desperate magic by award winning author marcus sedgwick
shortlisted for the guardian children s fiction prize and the edgar allan poe award
the days between 27 december and new year s eve are dead days days when spirits
roam and magic shifts restlessly just beneath the surface of our everyday lives
there is a man valerian whose time is running out he must pay the price for the
pact he made with evil so many years ago his servant is boy a child with no name
and no past a child he treats with contempt but who serves his master well and
finds solace in the company of his only friend willow unknown to any of them it is
boy who holds the key to their destiny set in dark threatening cities and the frozen
countryside in a distant time the book of dead days conjures a spell binding story
as valerian boy and willow battle to stop time and cling to life join the wonderfully
weird otherhand family and their faithful guardian edgar the raven and discover
the dark secrets of castle otherhand a trip to the circus has far reaching
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consequences for the otherhands when fellah goes missing before long the castle is
plagued by a duck a suspect fortune teller and several cartloads of lethal cabbages
the family is preoccupied valevine is busy inventing a cabbage counting machine
minty is waiting to hear the secrets of the universe and solstice has discovered that
cudweed is concealing three hundred and forty two rabbits in his bedroom when
chaos strikes and thieves infiltrate the castle it falls to edgar to extract his family
from a very fluffy predicament dedicated website on raven mysteries
ravenmysteries co uk sweeping mesmerising gothic fantasy full of magic and
intrigue from award winning author marcus sedgwick the action packed and
enthralling conclusion to the book of dead days welcome to a world of dark magic
lurking evil and beguiling mystery following their thrilling journey in the book of
dead days boy and willow are plunged into a world of gilded finery and splendour
as they are held captive in the palace of the emperor frederick but beneath its
golden veneer lies cruelty madness and desperation they must face terrible danger
as they confront the whirlwind furies of the emperor and the calculating ambitions
of his confidante maxim what s more they must follow a deadly trail which will lead
them to the phantom the truth about boy s identity is one among many shattering
secrets as the book of dead days is opened for the final time a timely contemporary
novel challenging ideas around health our own and our planet s and the stigma
that persists around illness by printz medallist and internationally bestselling
novelist marcus sedgwick ash has lived in eight states in as many years mom has
gone walkabout but stepdad jack is like a father and stepbrother bly the best
anyone could wish for when bly goes missing too ash sets off to search for him and
finds something much bigger the sickness of the world arriving in snowflake
arizona ash discovers bly living with a community 6000 feet high in the wide red
desert they call themselves the canaries and all suffer from some kind of
environmental illness they are ostracised by modern society as it continues to
ignore climate change global warming and so much more of our self inflicted
poisoning of the planet when ash takes ill the doctor s response is it s all in your
mind in a story spanning seven years with triumphs and tragedies ash learns how
to live as the world is pushed to a point of no return this humane and deeply
thoughtful novel is about resilience trust family and love timeless beautiful and
haunting spirals connect the four episodes of the ghosts of heaven the
mesmerizing new novel from printz award winner marcus sedgwick they are there
in prehistory when a girl picks up a charred stick and makes the first written signs
there tens of centuries later hiding in the treacherous waters of golden beck that
take anna who people call a witch there in the halls of a long island hospital at the
beginning of the 20th century where a mad poet watches the oceans and knows
the horrors it hides and there in the far future as an astronaut faces his destiny on
the first spaceship sent from earth to colonize another world each of the
characters in these mysterious linked stories embarks on a journey of discovery
and survival carried forward through the spiral of time none will return to the
same place this title has common core connections laureth peak s father has
taught her to look for recurring events patterns and numbers a skill at which she s
remarkably talented her secret she is blind but when her father goes missing
laureth and her 7 year old brother benjamin are thrust into a mystery that takes
them to new york city where surviving will take all her skill at spotting the amazing
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shocking and sometimes dangerous connections in a world full of darkness marcus
sedgwick s she is not invisible is an intricate puzzle of a novel that sheds a light on
the delicate ties that bind people to each other this title has common core
connections meet the wonderfully weird otherhand family and their faithful
guardian edgar the raven and discover the dark secrets of castle otherhand edgar
is alarmed when he sees a nasty looking black tail slinking under the castle walls
but his warnings to the inhabitants of the castle go unheeded lord valevine
otherhand is too busy trying to invent the unthinkable and discover the
unknowable his wife minty is too absorbed in her latest obsession baking and ten
year old cudweed is running riot with his infernal pet monkey only solstice the
black haired poetry writing otherhand daughter seems to pay any attention as the
lower storeys of the castle begin mysteriously to flood and kitchen maids continue
to go missing the family come ever closer to the owner of the black tail dedicated
website on raven mysteries ravenmysteries co uk set in a girls boarding school in
massachusetts a haunting and sinister story ya story for world book day from prize
winning author marcus sedgwick 1963 foxgrove school near stockbridge
massachusetts one of the oldest and finest academies in the country but what
really goes on behind closed doors nathaniel drake the new young english teacher
isobel milewski the quiet girl who loved to draw spirals her fingers stained with
green ink jack lewis who lent isobel books just words just ink on paper margot leya
the girl with those eyes who are they what part have they played in killing the dead
follow the dark dark path into the dark dark woods to the dark dark bridge by the
dark dark water linger let the ghosts of heaven tell their story a stylish and creepy
story for world book day from prize winning author marcus sedgwick a dark and
powerful story of conflict betrayal and magic from award winning author marcus
sedgwick shortlisted for the guardian children s fiction prize carnegie medal and
blue peter book award a boy destined to lead his clan a girl raised by wolves a
stranger with a sealed box one small community living in dread of the coming of
the legendary warrior tribe the dark horse a rich and powerful novel set on a rocky
northern coast in a bewitching distant time download the first 15 chapters of the
ghosts of heaven by award winning author marcus sedgwick for free timeless
beautiful and haunting spirals connect the four episodes of this mesmerizing novel
from printz award winner marcus sedgwick they are there in prehistory when a
girl picks up a charred stick and makes the first written signs there tens of
centuries later hiding in the treacherous waters of golden beck that take anna who
people call a witch there in the halls of a long island hospital at the beginning of
the 20th century where a mad poet watches the oceans and knows the horrors it
hides and there in the far future as an astronaut faces his destiny on the first
spaceship sent from earth to colonize another world each of the characters in
these mysterious linked stories embarks on a journey of discovery and survival
carried forward through the spiral of time none will return to the same place elf
girl and raven boy have survived monster mountains and arrived on the shores of
scream sea kidnapped by scrim pirate captain of the naughty porpoise they re held
prisoner below decks as the ship sets sail but captain scrim and his crew are even
more interested in mermaids than in bird boys and pointy eared girls and when
they capture one they throw the pirate party of a lifetime our daring duo plus rat
and mermaid molo escape and go their separate ways but not before molo has
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given raven boy a tiny shell on a silver chain and told him to call on her for help
they continue their search for the goblin king with adventures on a desert island
an invisible spell encounters with an even worse pirate called blackblood on the
stormy high seas and then below the waves with the many scary beasts and
monsters that roam the deep no one said saving the world was easy download the
chapter sampler of midwinterblood the printz award winning novel by marcus
sedgwick an archaeologist who unearths a mysterious artifact an airman who finds
himself far from home a painter a ghost a vampire and a viking the seven stories in
this compelling novel all take place on the remote scandinavian island of blessed
where a curiously powerful plant that resembles a dragon grows what binds these
stories together what secrets lurk beneath the surface of this idyllic countryside
and what might be powerful enough to break the cycle of midwinterblood this is a
book about passion and preservation and ultimately an exploration of the bounds
of love an interactive activity title for 9 12 year olds on the power of kindness you
can choose to make the world a better place the power is within you every one of
us experiences the world differently we have different worries and problems and
we all have unique hopes and dreams but there s one thing that can unite us and
make the world a better place and that s kindness kindness is cool no really
kindness can create positive change in all our lives whether it s being a friend to
someone who seems lonely or simply smiling or giving somebody a thumbs up
when we support each other we can be our best selves be the change be kind is
your handbook on how to use your own voice to empower yourself and others to
spread kindness award winning children s author marcus sedgwick tells the story
of kindness where it comes from what it feels like and perhaps most importantly
why it matters and asks you what you would do in different everyday scenarios are
you ready to make a difference eep the adventure begins raven boy has short black
spiky hair amazing night vision and can talk to animals elf girl is light of foot sharp
of mind and elfish all over she hadn t expected to meet raven boy it s not that often
someone falls out of the trees and squashes your home flat like raven boy did
before they know it they are plunged into some very strange creepy altogether
spooky and hilarious adventures as they save their world from trolls ogres witches
and things that slither and slide in the fiendish forest from the creators of the blue
peter award winning funniest book with pictures raven mysteries team this is the
first in a humourous and magical adventure series raven boy and elf girl perfect
for readers of 8 early readers are stepping stones from picture books to reading
books a blue early reader is perfect for sharing and reading together a red early
reader is the next step on your reading journey cudweed encounters aliens and a
time machine in this funny quirky story perfect for beginner readers from the
bestselling raven mysteries team award winning and multi award nominated
author marcus sedgwick and illustrator pete williamson with short accessible
chapters with full colour illustrations on every page these stories are perfect for
bridging the gap from picture books to fiction an original interpretation of the
timelessly fascinating vampire myth and a story of father and son by award
winning author marcus sedgwick winner of the booktrust teenage prize and
shortlisted for the carnegie medal in the bitter cold of an unrelenting winter tomas
and his son peter arrive in chust despite the villagers lack of hospitality they settle
there as woodcutters but there are many things peter does not understand why
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does tomas dig a channel of fast flowing waters around their hut so they live on an
isolated island why does tomas carry a long battered box everywhere they go and
refuse to tell peter of its contents when a band of gypsies comes to the village
peter s drab existence is turned upside down he is infatuated by the beautiful
gypsy princess sofia and intoxicated by her community s love of life he even
becomes drawn into their deadly quest for these travellers are vampire slayers and
chust is a community to which the dead return to wreak revenge on the living
stylishly written and set in the forbidding and remote landscapes of the 17th
century this is a story of a father and his son of loss redemption and resolution an
interactive activity book for 9 12 year olds on overcoming anxiety you can conquer
your worries the power is within you we all experience anxiety from time to time it
can feel overwhelming and uncomfortable and stops us from doing the things we
enjoy so what on earth can we do about it be the change be calm will show you
how to shut down anxiety with fun and simple ways to calm your mind by listening
to what your body is telling you ever tried the half salamander exercise you should
and have you ever performed a body scan thought not these amazing activities
along with many others will become your toolkit to a calmer and happier life award
winning author marcus sedgwick takes us on a fascinating journey to find out
where anxiety comes from looking at the power of storytelling in terms of training
our brain to overcome worries he also shows us what animals can teach us about
dealing with stress and introduces us to our second brain hello it s time to make
calm your superpower are you ready to be kind to your mind saving the world isn t
going very well for elf girl and raven boy they ve left fright forest and crossed a
huge plain to the worryingly named monster mountains where they find a sign
telling them to turn back they really shouldn t have ignored it it s not the strange
wailing noises they hear in the dark or the gigantic yeti who wants to eat them for
breakfast that they find alarming so much as the crazy wizard jeremy who seems
intent on adding elf girl and raven boy not to mention rat to his collection of all too
life like stone statues elf girl and raven boy get hot and bothered in the desert as
they come a few steps with sand in their shoes closer to finding the singing sword
and the tears of the moon they bump into a grumpy camel a grumpier genie
sultanas sandpeople and scorpions as they try to save the world from the goblin
king a sealed train speeds through the night around the outskirts of wartime
london as it passes through a dimly lit station without stopping a note is thrown
out on to the platform what is happening to the men on board why do they have to
resort to such a desperate method of contacting their loved ones this is the story of
howard marten and alfred evans two young men who refused to join the army in
the first world war they suffered imprisonment and punishment because they
believed it was wrong to kill sent to the front line in france they were told to obey
or face the firing squad but they escaped execution and were sent to jail instead
the conchies had achieved a victory of sorts the government at last acknowledged
the right of men like marten and evans to refuse to fight a gripping prizewinning
novel about a girl surviving in a devastated world imagine that a few years from
now england is covered by water and norwich is an island zoe left behind in the
confusion when her parents escaped survives there as best she can alone and
desperate among marauding gangs she manages to dig a derelict boat out of the
mud and gets away to eels island but eels island whose raggle taggle inhabitants
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are dominated by the strange boy dooby is full of danger too the belief that she will
one day find her parents spurs zoe on to a dramatic escape in a story of courage
and determination that is handled with warmth and humanity this book was the
winner of the branford boase award 2001 and marked the start of author marcus
sedgwick s multi award winning career a present day boy a seventeenth century
girl an ancient crone for a single moment their lives are fused by fire a tense
brilliant and eerie novel nominated for the edgar allan poe award the fire was a
family tragedy that jamie can t forget even in his dreams and now there is
something terrifying happening to him in crownhill the village where he s been
sent to get over his problems something to do with an evil old witch who gets into
his nightmares and a frightened girl the victim of a long ago witch hunt whose
presence lingers on as the dark secrets of crownhill are revealed jamie has to
confront his worst fears in order to free himself from the horrors of the past terror
town is trouble with a capital t what will happen to our intrepid trio that includes
rat when the tears of the moon are taken and terrible tim and the trolls are on
their trail there are tempers elf girl s tests for raven boy tunes the singing sword s
oh and zombies with a capital z too if you love lemony snicket araminta spook or
the spiderwick chronicles you ll love elf girl and raven boy s hilarious adventures
during a long hot summer two children stephanie and stephen go missing while on
a school trip to lud s church a deep chasm in the heart of the peak district porter
and his friend sam are sent to fetch help when they return they are surprised to
find that although stephanie has been found no one is even looking for stephen
anymore why can no one remember what s happened him what happened in the
dark of lud s church and why does porter get the feeling that supernatural forces
from deep in the past are at play marcus sedgwick fuses mythology and mystery to
create a compelling tale that is perfect for less confident readers set in a near
future britain dark satanic mills tracks a young girl s journey from the flooded
landmarks of london to the vast scorched and abandoned hills of the north framed
for a murder she did not commit christie has no other choice but to run for her life
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Diamonds and Doom 2011-10-01 join the wonderfully weird otherhand family
and their faithful guardian edgar the raven and discover the dark secrets of castle
otherhand in the sixth of the raven mysteries all manner of disaster descends on
castle otherhand weirdness abounds the family are on the verge of being thrown
out of their own home and there s still no sign of the fabled treasure of the
otherhand worse still there s no sign of edgar either so will it be diamonds or doom
for the otherhands
Revolver 2010-07-15 sig andersson has a choice to make use the gun or die an
unforgettable razor sharp psychological thriller set in the snowy wilderness of the
arctic circle recipient of a michael l printz honor 2011 shortlisted for the cilip
carnegie medal 2010 and longlisted for the guardian children s fiction prize 2010
1910 a cabin north of the arctic circle fifteen year old sig andersson is alone alone
except for the corpse of his father who died earlier that day after falling through a
weak spot on the ice covered lake his sister anna and step mother nadya have gone
to the local town for help then comes a knock at the door it s a man the flash of a
revolver s butt at his hip and a mean glare in his eyes sig has never seen him
before but wolff claims to have unfinished business with his father as sig gradually
learns the awful truth about wolff s connection to his father his thoughts are drawn
to a certain box hidden on a shelf in the storeroom in which lies his father s prized
possession a revolver as the stakes rise and wolff begins to close in sig s choice is
pulled into sharp focus should he use the gun
Saint Death 2017-04-25 a propulsive compelling and unsparing novel set in the
grimly violent world of the human and drug trade on the us mexican border on the
outskirts of juarez arturo scrapes together a living working odd jobs and staying
out of sight but his friend faustino is in trouble he s stolen money from the narcos
to smuggle his girlfriend and her baby into the us and needs arturo s help to get it
back to help his friend arturo must face the remorseless world of drug and human
traffickers that surrounds him and contend with a murky past hovering over his
story is the unsparing divinity santa muerte saint death and the relentless
economic and social inequalities that haunt the border between mexico and its rich
northern neighbor crafted with poetry and cinematic pace and narrated with cold
fury saint death is a provocative tour de force from three time printz award
honoree marcus sedgwick this title has common core connections
Marcus Sedgwick Chapter Sampler 2014-04-22 the marcus sedgwick chapter
sampler includes chapter excerpts from revolver white crow midwinterblood and
she is not invisible available for free check out marcus sedgwick s website for more
information about these ya reads
The Monsters We Deserve 2018-09-06 do monsters always stay in the book
where they were born are they content to live out their lives on paper and never
step foot into the real world the villa diodati on the shore of lake geneva 1816 the
year without summer as byron polidori and mr and mrs shelley shelter from the
unexpected weather old ghost stories are read and new ghost stories imagined
born by the twin brains of the shelleys is frankenstein one of the most influential
tales of horror of all time in a remote mountain house high in the french alps an
author broods on shelley s creation reality and perception merge fuelled by
poisoned thoughts humankind makes monsters but who really creates who this is a
book about reason the imagination and the creative act of reading and writing
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marcus sedgwick s ghostly menacing novel celebrates the legacy of mary shelley s
literary debut in its bicentenary year
Midwinterblood 2013-02-05 seven stories of passion and love separated by
centuries but mysteriously intertwined this is a tale of horror and beauty
tenderness and sacrifice an archaeologist who unearths a mysterious artifact an
airman who finds himself far from home a painter a ghost a vampire and a viking
the seven stories in this compelling novel all take place on the remote
scandinavian island of blessed where a curiously powerful plant that resembles a
dragon grows what binds these stories together what secrets lurk beneath the
surface of this idyllic countryside and what might be powerful enough to break the
cycle of midwinterblood from award winning author marcus sedgwick comes a
book about passion and preservation and ultimately an exploration of the bounds
of love this title has common core connections a publishers weekly best children s
book of 2013 a kirkus reviews best teen book of 2013
Wrath 2022-03-03 marcus sedgwick crafts a characteristically unsettling mystery
exploring teen relationships and our connection to the world around us in his
gripping barrington stoke debut
White Crow 2011-07-05 one of school library journal s best fiction books of 2011
some secrets are better left buried some secrets are so frightening they might
make angels weep and the devil crow thought provoking as well as intensely scary
marcus sedgwick s white crow unfolds in three voices there s rebecca who has
come to a small seaside village to spend the summer and there s ferelith who
offers to show rebecca the secrets of the town but at a price finally there s a priest
whose descent into darkness illuminates the girls frightening story white crow is
as beautifully written as it is horrifically gripping this title has common core
connections
Cudweed's Time Machine 2013-07-04 early readers are stepping stones from
picture books to reading books a blue early reader is perfect for sharing and
reading together a red early reader is the next step on your reading journey
cudweed comes face to face with roman soldiers dinosaurs and vikings in this
funny quirky story perfect for beginner readers from the bestselling raven
mysteries team marcus sedgwick and pete williamson
Together We Win 2021-06 a mysterious narrator witnesses three change making
moments of rebellion and revolution and one of them is now back cover
The Kiss of Death 2010-04-22 a dark and gothic novel of vampires and 18th
century venice filled with mystery and intrigue a captivating story of love and loss
the kiss of death is a stunning companion volume to the bestselling my swordhand
is singing peter s ongoing search for the shadow queen leads him to venice the
fabled city with lapping waterways crumbling magnificence dark twisting
alleyways and surprising piazzas a city whose beauty disguises many ugly secrets
the shadow queen is there gathering strength recruiting a new army of the undead
for a final confrontation marko and sorrel meet in venice for the first time they
must uncover the mystery of what has happened both to sorrel s father who is
plagued by a strange madness that prevents him from sleeping and to marko s
father a doctor who has mysteriously gone missing after travelling to venice to
help his old friend
Blood Red Snow White 2016-10-25 there never was a story that was happy
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through and through when writer arthur ransome leaves his unhappy marriage in
england and moves to russia to work as a journalist he has little idea of the violent
revolution about to erupt unwittingly he finds himself at its center tapped by the
british to report back on the bolsheviks even as he becomes dangerously
romantically entangled with trotsky s personal secretary both sides seek to use
arthur to gather and relay information for their own purposes and both grow to
suspect him of being a double agent arthur wants only to elope far from conflict
with his beloved but her russian ties make leaving the country nearly impossible
and the more arthur resists becoming a pawn the more entrenched in the game he
seems to become blood red snow white a soviet era thriller from renowned author
marcus sedgwick is sure to keep readers on the edge of their seats this title has
common core connections
A Love Like Blood 2014-03-27 if life has taught me one thing it is this that the
worst monsters are entirely human it began in a hole in the ground in paris in the
days after the liberation what i saw there i saw only for the time it takes a match to
burn down and yet it decided the rest of my life i tried to forget it at first to ignore
it but i could not it came back to me he came back to me he hurt people i loved and
so i took the first step on a journey from which there would be no return a path
that led me to fear to hatred and to revenge but above all else to blood
The Foreshadowing 2010-07-15 sasha can see the future but can she use her
power to save her brothers and change their destiny a stunning world war one
anniversary edition of the mesmerising novel from award winning author marcus
sedgwick it is 1915 wwi seventeen year old sasha fox is the privileged only
daughter of a respected doctor living in the wealthy seaside town of brighton but
her brothers edgar and tom have gone to war and sasha has a terrible gift she can
see the future her premonitions show untold horrors on the battlefields of the
somme and the fate that awaits edgar and tom but sasha is trapped by power no
one will believe her even her family have lost faith in her and she is determined to
win them back whatever the price and it is a high one seeing the future is a fate
too awful to contemplate for who wants to see the end of their own story a
beautifully written story of a child in jeopardy set in a world full of threat but with
a heroine determined to try to change the path of fate
Mister Memory 2016-07-14 a dazzling literary mystery from prizewinning author
marcus sedgwick for fans of scarlett thomas carlos ruiz zafon and patrick suskind
in paris in the year 1899 marcel després is arrested for the murder of his wife and
transferred to salpêtrière asylum and so the story might have stopped but this is
no ordinary patient marcel després mister memory is a man who cannot forget and
it is no ordinary case the hurried cover up hints at dark secrets in the shadows a
policeman and a doctor decide to unravel the mystery but the answers lie inside
marcel s head and how can he tell what is significant when he remembers every
detail of every moment of his entire life
The Book of Dead Days 2010-07-15 five days of glorious gothic alchemy and evil
an atmospheric page turning and powerful novel of sorcery and desperate magic
by award winning author marcus sedgwick shortlisted for the guardian children s
fiction prize and the edgar allan poe award the days between 27 december and
new year s eve are dead days days when spirits roam and magic shifts restlessly
just beneath the surface of our everyday lives there is a man valerian whose time is
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running out he must pay the price for the pact he made with evil so many years
ago his servant is boy a child with no name and no past a child he treats with
contempt but who serves his master well and finds solace in the company of his
only friend willow unknown to any of them it is boy who holds the key to their
destiny set in dark threatening cities and the frozen countryside in a distant time
the book of dead days conjures a spell binding story as valerian boy and willow
battle to stop time and cling to life
Magic and Mayhem 2011-03-03 join the wonderfully weird otherhand family and
their faithful guardian edgar the raven and discover the dark secrets of castle
otherhand a trip to the circus has far reaching consequences for the otherhands
when fellah goes missing before long the castle is plagued by a duck a suspect
fortune teller and several cartloads of lethal cabbages the family is preoccupied
valevine is busy inventing a cabbage counting machine minty is waiting to hear the
secrets of the universe and solstice has discovered that cudweed is concealing
three hundred and forty two rabbits in his bedroom when chaos strikes and thieves
infiltrate the castle it falls to edgar to extract his family from a very fluffy
predicament dedicated website on raven mysteries ravenmysteries co uk
The Dark Flight Down 2010-07-15 sweeping mesmerising gothic fantasy full of
magic and intrigue from award winning author marcus sedgwick the action packed
and enthralling conclusion to the book of dead days welcome to a world of dark
magic lurking evil and beguiling mystery following their thrilling journey in the
book of dead days boy and willow are plunged into a world of gilded finery and
splendour as they are held captive in the palace of the emperor frederick but
beneath its golden veneer lies cruelty madness and desperation they must face
terrible danger as they confront the whirlwind furies of the emperor and the
calculating ambitions of his confidante maxim what s more they must follow a
deadly trail which will lead them to the phantom the truth about boy s identity is
one among many shattering secrets as the book of dead days is opened for the final
time
Snowflake, Az 2019-09-05 a timely contemporary novel challenging ideas around
health our own and our planet s and the stigma that persists around illness by
printz medallist and internationally bestselling novelist marcus sedgwick ash has
lived in eight states in as many years mom has gone walkabout but stepdad jack is
like a father and stepbrother bly the best anyone could wish for when bly goes
missing too ash sets off to search for him and finds something much bigger the
sickness of the world arriving in snowflake arizona ash discovers bly living with a
community 6000 feet high in the wide red desert they call themselves the canaries
and all suffer from some kind of environmental illness they are ostracised by
modern society as it continues to ignore climate change global warming and so
much more of our self inflicted poisoning of the planet when ash takes ill the
doctor s response is it s all in your mind in a story spanning seven years with
triumphs and tragedies ash learns how to live as the world is pushed to a point of
no return this humane and deeply thoughtful novel is about resilience trust family
and love
The Ghosts of Heaven 2015-01-06 timeless beautiful and haunting spirals connect
the four episodes of the ghosts of heaven the mesmerizing new novel from printz
award winner marcus sedgwick they are there in prehistory when a girl picks up a
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charred stick and makes the first written signs there tens of centuries later hiding
in the treacherous waters of golden beck that take anna who people call a witch
there in the halls of a long island hospital at the beginning of the 20th century
where a mad poet watches the oceans and knows the horrors it hides and there in
the far future as an astronaut faces his destiny on the first spaceship sent from
earth to colonize another world each of the characters in these mysterious linked
stories embarks on a journey of discovery and survival carried forward through the
spiral of time none will return to the same place this title has common core
connections
She Is Not Invisible 2014-04-22 laureth peak s father has taught her to look for
recurring events patterns and numbers a skill at which she s remarkably talented
her secret she is blind but when her father goes missing laureth and her 7 year old
brother benjamin are thrust into a mystery that takes them to new york city where
surviving will take all her skill at spotting the amazing shocking and sometimes
dangerous connections in a world full of darkness marcus sedgwick s she is not
invisible is an intricate puzzle of a novel that sheds a light on the delicate ties that
bind people to each other this title has common core connections
Flood and Fang 2009-03-12 meet the wonderfully weird otherhand family and their
faithful guardian edgar the raven and discover the dark secrets of castle otherhand
edgar is alarmed when he sees a nasty looking black tail slinking under the castle
walls but his warnings to the inhabitants of the castle go unheeded lord valevine
otherhand is too busy trying to invent the unthinkable and discover the
unknowable his wife minty is too absorbed in her latest obsession baking and ten
year old cudweed is running riot with his infernal pet monkey only solstice the
black haired poetry writing otherhand daughter seems to pay any attention as the
lower storeys of the castle begin mysteriously to flood and kitchen maids continue
to go missing the family come ever closer to the owner of the black tail dedicated
website on raven mysteries ravenmysteries co uk
Killing the Dead 2015-03-05 set in a girls boarding school in massachusetts a
haunting and sinister story ya story for world book day from prize winning author
marcus sedgwick 1963 foxgrove school near stockbridge massachusetts one of the
oldest and finest academies in the country but what really goes on behind closed
doors nathaniel drake the new young english teacher isobel milewski the quiet girl
who loved to draw spirals her fingers stained with green ink jack lewis who lent
isobel books just words just ink on paper margot leya the girl with those eyes who
are they what part have they played in killing the dead follow the dark dark path
into the dark dark woods to the dark dark bridge by the dark dark water linger let
the ghosts of heaven tell their story a stylish and creepy story for world book day
from prize winning author marcus sedgwick
The Dark Horse 2010-07-15 a dark and powerful story of conflict betrayal and
magic from award winning author marcus sedgwick shortlisted for the guardian
children s fiction prize carnegie medal and blue peter book award a boy destined
to lead his clan a girl raised by wolves a stranger with a sealed box one small
community living in dread of the coming of the legendary warrior tribe the dark
horse a rich and powerful novel set on a rocky northern coast in a bewitching
distant time
The Ghosts of Heaven: Chapters 1-5 2014-11-04 download the first 15 chapters
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of the ghosts of heaven by award winning author marcus sedgwick for free
timeless beautiful and haunting spirals connect the four episodes of this
mesmerizing novel from printz award winner marcus sedgwick they are there in
prehistory when a girl picks up a charred stick and makes the first written signs
there tens of centuries later hiding in the treacherous waters of golden beck that
take anna who people call a witch there in the halls of a long island hospital at the
beginning of the 20th century where a mad poet watches the oceans and knows
the horrors it hides and there in the far future as an astronaut faces his destiny on
the first spaceship sent from earth to colonize another world each of the
characters in these mysterious linked stories embarks on a journey of discovery
and survival carried forward through the spiral of time none will return to the
same place
Scream Sea 2013-05-02 elf girl and raven boy have survived monster mountains
and arrived on the shores of scream sea kidnapped by scrim pirate captain of the
naughty porpoise they re held prisoner below decks as the ship sets sail but
captain scrim and his crew are even more interested in mermaids than in bird boys
and pointy eared girls and when they capture one they throw the pirate party of a
lifetime our daring duo plus rat and mermaid molo escape and go their separate
ways but not before molo has given raven boy a tiny shell on a silver chain and told
him to call on her for help they continue their search for the goblin king with
adventures on a desert island an invisible spell encounters with an even worse
pirate called blackblood on the stormy high seas and then below the waves with
the many scary beasts and monsters that roam the deep no one said saving the
world was easy
Midwinterblood, Free Chapter Sampler 2014-04-22 download the chapter sampler
of midwinterblood the printz award winning novel by marcus sedgwick an
archaeologist who unearths a mysterious artifact an airman who finds himself far
from home a painter a ghost a vampire and a viking the seven stories in this
compelling novel all take place on the remote scandinavian island of blessed where
a curiously powerful plant that resembles a dragon grows what binds these stories
together what secrets lurk beneath the surface of this idyllic countryside and what
might be powerful enough to break the cycle of midwinterblood this is a book
about passion and preservation and ultimately an exploration of the bounds of love
Be The Change - Be Kind 2022-08-11 an interactive activity title for 9 12 year
olds on the power of kindness you can choose to make the world a better place the
power is within you every one of us experiences the world differently we have
different worries and problems and we all have unique hopes and dreams but there
s one thing that can unite us and make the world a better place and that s kindness
kindness is cool no really kindness can create positive change in all our lives
whether it s being a friend to someone who seems lonely or simply smiling or
giving somebody a thumbs up when we support each other we can be our best
selves be the change be kind is your handbook on how to use your own voice to
empower yourself and others to spread kindness award winning children s author
marcus sedgwick tells the story of kindness where it comes from what it feels like
and perhaps most importantly why it matters and asks you what you would do in
different everyday scenarios are you ready to make a difference
Fright Forest 2012-07-05 eep the adventure begins raven boy has short black spiky
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hair amazing night vision and can talk to animals elf girl is light of foot sharp of
mind and elfish all over she hadn t expected to meet raven boy it s not that often
someone falls out of the trees and squashes your home flat like raven boy did
before they know it they are plunged into some very strange creepy altogether
spooky and hilarious adventures as they save their world from trolls ogres witches
and things that slither and slide in the fiendish forest from the creators of the blue
peter award winning funniest book with pictures raven mysteries team this is the
first in a humourous and magical adventure series raven boy and elf girl perfect
for readers of 8
Cudweed in Outer Space 2012-07-05 early readers are stepping stones from
picture books to reading books a blue early reader is perfect for sharing and
reading together a red early reader is the next step on your reading journey
cudweed encounters aliens and a time machine in this funny quirky story perfect
for beginner readers from the bestselling raven mysteries team award winning and
multi award nominated author marcus sedgwick and illustrator pete williamson
with short accessible chapters with full colour illustrations on every page these
stories are perfect for bridging the gap from picture books to fiction
My Swordhand is Singing 2010-07-15 an original interpretation of the timelessly
fascinating vampire myth and a story of father and son by award winning author
marcus sedgwick winner of the booktrust teenage prize and shortlisted for the
carnegie medal in the bitter cold of an unrelenting winter tomas and his son peter
arrive in chust despite the villagers lack of hospitality they settle there as
woodcutters but there are many things peter does not understand why does tomas
dig a channel of fast flowing waters around their hut so they live on an isolated
island why does tomas carry a long battered box everywhere they go and refuse to
tell peter of its contents when a band of gypsies comes to the village peter s drab
existence is turned upside down he is infatuated by the beautiful gypsy princess
sofia and intoxicated by her community s love of life he even becomes drawn into
their deadly quest for these travellers are vampire slayers and chust is a
community to which the dead return to wreak revenge on the living stylishly
written and set in the forbidding and remote landscapes of the 17th century this is
a story of a father and his son of loss redemption and resolution
Be The Change - Be Calm 2022-08-11 an interactive activity book for 9 12 year olds
on overcoming anxiety you can conquer your worries the power is within you we
all experience anxiety from time to time it can feel overwhelming and
uncomfortable and stops us from doing the things we enjoy so what on earth can
we do about it be the change be calm will show you how to shut down anxiety with
fun and simple ways to calm your mind by listening to what your body is telling you
ever tried the half salamander exercise you should and have you ever performed a
body scan thought not these amazing activities along with many others will
become your toolkit to a calmer and happier life award winning author marcus
sedgwick takes us on a fascinating journey to find out where anxiety comes from
looking at the power of storytelling in terms of training our brain to overcome
worries he also shows us what animals can teach us about dealing with stress and
introduces us to our second brain hello it s time to make calm your superpower are
you ready to be kind to your mind
Monster Mountains 2012-11-01 saving the world isn t going very well for elf girl
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and raven boy they ve left fright forest and crossed a huge plain to the worryingly
named monster mountains where they find a sign telling them to turn back they
really shouldn t have ignored it it s not the strange wailing noises they hear in the
dark or the gigantic yeti who wants to eat them for breakfast that they find
alarming so much as the crazy wizard jeremy who seems intent on adding elf girl
and raven boy not to mention rat to his collection of all too life like stone statues
Dread Desert 2013-11-07 elf girl and raven boy get hot and bothered in the desert
as they come a few steps with sand in their shoes closer to finding the singing
sword and the tears of the moon they bump into a grumpy camel a grumpier genie
sultanas sandpeople and scorpions as they try to save the world from the goblin
king
Cowards 2003 a sealed train speeds through the night around the outskirts of
wartime london as it passes through a dimly lit station without stopping a note is
thrown out on to the platform what is happening to the men on board why do they
have to resort to such a desperate method of contacting their loved ones this is the
story of howard marten and alfred evans two young men who refused to join the
army in the first world war they suffered imprisonment and punishment because
they believed it was wrong to kill sent to the front line in france they were told to
obey or face the firing squad but they escaped execution and were sent to jail
instead the conchies had achieved a victory of sorts the government at last
acknowledged the right of men like marten and evans to refuse to fight
Floodland 2010-07-15 a gripping prizewinning novel about a girl surviving in a
devastated world imagine that a few years from now england is covered by water
and norwich is an island zoe left behind in the confusion when her parents escaped
survives there as best she can alone and desperate among marauding gangs she
manages to dig a derelict boat out of the mud and gets away to eels island but eels
island whose raggle taggle inhabitants are dominated by the strange boy dooby is
full of danger too the belief that she will one day find her parents spurs zoe on to a
dramatic escape in a story of courage and determination that is handled with
warmth and humanity this book was the winner of the branford boase award 2001
and marked the start of author marcus sedgwick s multi award winning career
Witch Hill 2010-07-15 a present day boy a seventeenth century girl an ancient
crone for a single moment their lives are fused by fire a tense brilliant and eerie
novel nominated for the edgar allan poe award the fire was a family tragedy that
jamie can t forget even in his dreams and now there is something terrifying
happening to him in crownhill the village where he s been sent to get over his
problems something to do with an evil old witch who gets into his nightmares and
a frightened girl the victim of a long ago witch hunt whose presence lingers on as
the dark secrets of crownhill are revealed jamie has to confront his worst fears in
order to free himself from the horrors of the past
Terror Town 2014-05-15 terror town is trouble with a capital t what will happen
to our intrepid trio that includes rat when the tears of the moon are taken and
terrible tim and the trolls are on their trail there are tempers elf girl s tests for
raven boy tunes the singing sword s oh and zombies with a capital z too if you love
lemony snicket araminta spook or the spiderwick chronicles you ll love elf girl and
raven boy s hilarious adventures
Dark Peak 2021-07-01 during a long hot summer two children stephanie and
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stephen go missing while on a school trip to lud s church a deep chasm in the heart
of the peak district porter and his friend sam are sent to fetch help when they
return they are surprised to find that although stephanie has been found no one is
even looking for stephen anymore why can no one remember what s happened him
what happened in the dark of lud s church and why does porter get the feeling that
supernatural forces from deep in the past are at play marcus sedgwick fuses
mythology and mystery to create a compelling tale that is perfect for less confident
readers
Dark Satanic Mills 2013 set in a near future britain dark satanic mills tracks a
young girl s journey from the flooded landmarks of london to the vast scorched and
abandoned hills of the north framed for a murder she did not commit christie has
no other choice but to run for her life
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